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Abstract 

An envelope code has been developed to facilitate the 
design of a recirculating accelerator for a heavy-ion fusion 
reactor. A novel feature of the model is the treatment of 
the beam charge density as a Lagrangian fluid in the axial 
direction. Transport results for a preliminary recirculator 
design are presented, and sensitivity of the transport to 
errors in the magnet strength is discussed. 

Axial dynamics is modeled by treating slices of the 
beam as Lagrangian fluid elements characterized by an ax- 
ial velocity PC and the time r that the slice arrives at an 
axial location s. This approach implicitly assumes that 
the beam has a negligible longitudinal temperature and 
that the slices remain approximately collinear. If we as- 
sume that slice boundaries remain perpendicular to the 
beam-pipe axis, then the equation for 7 is found from or- 
bit kinematics to be 
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A fast-running envelope code CIRCE has been devel- 
oped to carry out the detailed lattice design for the recircu- 
lating heavy-ion accelerator[l] proposed by Lawrence Liv- 
ermore National Laboratory (LLNL). The model combines 
an envelope description of the beam transverse dynamics 
with a fluid-like treatment of axial dynamics. Appropri- 
ate terms are included to account for the effects of image 
forces, beam emittance, and space-charge in the limit of 
paraxial motion, and the beam is focused and accelerated 
by a user-specified lattice of time-varying bend magnets, 
quadrupoles, and accelerating modules. Since the code 
has previously been described in detail[2], we only review 
the salient features of the model here. The main part of 
the paper summarizes code results for a preliminary lat- 
tice design, looking in particular at the effects of lattice 
transitions and magnet errors. 

where p is the local beam-pipe radius and we have as- 
sumed paraxial motion. An approximate /3 equation is 
obtained by retaining only the electrostatic force in the 
single-particle motion equations and averaging the axial 
component over the beam elliptical cross-section. For a 
beam with an ion mass M and charge state q, we obtain 

dO 2-z 
ds $c2 

Here, the average external electric field Eezt is approxi- 
mated by the voltage across accelerating modules divided 
by the gap length, and the space-charge field is approxi- 
mated by 

II. Model 

As discussed in Ref. [2], the beam transverse dynam- 
ics is modeled in CIRCE by a set of envelope equations 
similar to that formulated first by Kapchinskij and Vlad- 
imirskij and later adapted by Lee, Close, and Smith[S]. 
The beam transverse distribution function is assumed to 
be uniform and elliptical in each phase-space plane, and in 
the absence of an axial magnetic field the coordinate-space 
ellipse may be taken to be unskewed. The treatment is first 
order in the ratio of the beam radii and centroid displace- 
ments to the beam-pipe radius, making it appropriate to 
represent bend magnets and quadrupoles by idealized ex- 
pressions and to neglect higher-order multipole fields. In 
the present version of CIRCE, only single-function mag- 
nets are used, and axial fringe fields are neglected. Also, 
we assume a circular beam pipe of infinite conductivity 
and radius R. \Vith these assumptions, equations for the 
centroid displacement in t,he plane of the accelerator ,Y 
and the coordinate-space radii a and 6 are derived in the 
conventional manner. 

where lb is the beam current and R is the beam-pipe radius 
In deriving the space-charge field, the radial electrostatic 
field is assumed to vary over a much shorter scale length 
than E,,, and the continuity equation is used to convert 
derivatives with respect to s into 7 derivatives. Combining 
Eqs. (2) and (3)? we obtain an equation for dj3’ld.s in terms 
of Em, and the time derivative of 1b/p2. 

III. Results 

Design work with CIRCE has concentrated on model- 
ing transport in and extraction from the fnal ring of the 
four-ring LLNL recirculator and studying the effects of lat- 
tice non-uniformity and magnet errors. The approach used 
here is first to model a uniform circular lattice with none of 
the complication found in a realistic design. The straight 
section required for injection and extraction as well ds the 
lattice distortions needed for matching smoothly into and 
out of the straight section are modeled separat,ely, and the 
effects of magnet errors and initial mismatches are studied 
by making appropriate changes in the basic circular lattice 
or the initial beam configuration. 

* \Vork performed under the auspices of the U. S Department of En- The lattice of the basic circular ring consists of alternat- 
ergy by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract W-7405- ing 2.0 T focusing and defocusing superconducting quatl- 
ENG-48 rupoles with a half-lattice period L of 2.865 m and an 
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Fig. 1 Envelope parameters for a parabolic beam during 
fifty laps around the idealized recirculator ring: 
(a) beam radii a and b before an z-focusing 
quadrupole; (b) beam duration AT. 

occupancy of 0.35. Between each pair of quadrupoles is a 
1.5 m sector bend magnet flanked by a pair of accelerating 
gaps. The entire ring consists of 592 identical lattice peri- 
ods and is 3392 m long. The bend field R, is assumed in the 
present simulations to increase linearly with time t, corre- 
sponding to a constant beam-energy gain per unit length. 
We use two accelerating gaps per quadrupole because this 
arrangement reduces the gap voltage and allows a better 
approximation to a linear energy gain than a one-gap con- 
figuration. At injection, the ion beam has an energy of 
1 GeV, a duration AT of 750 ns, and a normalized emit- 
tance of 10m5 m-rad. The initial beam velocity is assumed 
to be uniform, and the current is taken to va;y paraboli- 
cally along the length of the beam, with a peak value of 
132 A. 

A. Transport 

For the nominal accelerating gradient, the beam energy 
increases from 1 GeV to 10 GeV in fift,y laps around the 
last recirculator ring. Since the initial phase advance per 
lattice period 60 is about 80” and each beam slice is ini- 
tially matched, motion of the beam envelope is expected to 
be stable and free of betatron oscillations, and this regu- 
larity is seen in CIRCE runs. The beam radii and centroid 
are found to oscillate on the scale of a lattice period, and 
the plots in Fig. 1 show a very gradual change in the beam 
length and average radius due the the changing beam ve- 
locity. In the radius plots of Fig. la, a is systematically 
larger than b because the average values plotted are ob- 
tained at the beginning of a quadrupole that focuses in 
the x-plane. Some fluctuation is seen in the AI- plot be- 
cause the E, ramp is calculated using the initial density- 
weighted average values of a, b, and p, whereas the beam 
space-charge field depends on the local time-dependent val- 
ues during transport. 

B. Extractzon 

Extraction from the final recirculator ring is compli- 
cated by the high magnetic rigidity of a 10 GeV heavy-ion 
beam. The method planned for the LLNL recirculator is 
to bend the beam away from the axis over several lattice 
periods in a large-aperture rectangular beam pipe. The 
current design uses eleven 1.5 m bend magnets each with a 

strength of 0.34 T. The relatively weak bend-field strength 
allows the magnets to be turned on between successive 
beam passes, and the odd number guarantees that the last 
bend be followed by a defocusing magnet. Focusing in the 
extraction section is provided by superconducting rectan- 
gular quadrupoles similar to the type developed by Hand 
and Panofsky[4], and to minimize perturbations to the or- 
bit of an undeflected beam, the quadrupole lattice has the 
same period, occupancy, and transverse gradient as the 
main lattice. 

Although CIRCE at present has no provision for mod- 
eling rectangular quadrupoles, the magnets are indistin- 
guishable in the linear approximation from large-radius 
circular quadrupoles. We therefore model the extraction 
section by an appropriate lattice of circular quadrupoles, 
sector bends, and drifts with a radius of 0.244 m, with sev- 
eral lattice periods of the nominal 0.61 m radius before and 
after it. This lattice is found in CIRCE simulations to give 
15 cm centroid deflection with an extraction angle of 10’. 
Although the number of lattice periods in the extraction 
section was chosen to minimize the spatial dispersion of the 
extracted beam, the extraction angle is also found to be 
insensitive to errors in beam energy. When centroid plots 
for a series of beam slices wit#h P-values ranging between 
&l% of the design value are overlaid, the curves are virtu- 
ally indistinguishable, indicating that the chromaticity of 
the extraction lattice is quite low. 

C. Effect of Non-Circular Lattice 

The extraction section should be straight in order to 
simplify the bend-magnet design, and the lattice must be 
distorted to match smoothly into this section. This match- 
ing is done by making the main lattice nearly semicircular 
and joining it tangentially to the straight section by a pair 
of quarter-circle arcs of somewhat smaller radius. Simula- 
tions of this lattice show that the changes in bend radii be- 
tween the main lattice and the matching arcs and between 
the matching arcs and the straight section cause abrupt 
changes in the centroid motion unless either S = 0 or the 
beam momentum per unit charge exactly equals B,p. The 
effect of these transitions is seen by comparing the cent.roid 
histories in Fig. 2. The cent.roid for a slice at the beam 
midpoint in the nominal circular lattice, shown in Fig. 2a, 
increases gradually with propagation distance s, whereas 
the plot in Fig. 2b for a similar case with matching arcs 
and a straight section shows abrupt changes in amplitude 
and median value of lattice oscillations at each t,ransition 
point, marked by arrows. The largest changes occur at the 
entry and exit of t,he straight section, due to the sudden 
change in B, and p there. 

This simulat,ion shows that. it is crucial to have the 
beam near t,he bean-pipe axis at all transitions in tile 
lattice. TO accomplish this, the bend-field ramp in each 
magnet must be timed to match the beam momentum 
there, and time-dependent skering is probably needed be- 
fore transition points to further reduce the residual cen- 
troid displacement. 

D. Effect of Current Profile 
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Fig. 2 Centroid histories as a function of s: (a) circular Fig. 3 Comparison of beams with different profiles during 
lattice; (b) near-circular lattice with straight fifty laps around the idealized recirculator ring: 
extraction section (a) initial current profiles; (b) beam durations AT. 

The parabolic current profile used in the basic case is 
impractical because the linearly varying E, field, needed 
to balance longitudinal space charge, allows the beam to 
shrink excessively during acceleration. If the Eert profile is 
shaped by pulse-forming networks, then the accelerating- 
pulse duration cannot be varied from lap to lap, so any 
beam shrinkage degrades the accelerator efficiency. 

To balance the space charge in flat-topped beam, we 
need a non-linear time variation in E,,t. If we neglect 
variations of a, b, and 4 in Eq. (3), we find from Eq. (2) 
that the appropriate time-varying part of Eezl is 

AEat --&[l~(~)+@--~~j (4) 
where 6 and 6 are the matched beam radii averaged over a 
lattice period. The model beam density profile used here 
is flat in the the central part of the beam but falls t.o zero 
at the ends like 74. A quartic variation is chosen because 
the corresponding AE elt is smooth and because the large 
electric-field gradient at the beam ends helps damp elec- 
trostatic waves. 

To illustrate the effect of a flat-topped beam profiles, we 
compare the variation in beam duration AT for the three 
profiles shown in Fig. 3a. In addition to the parabolic 
beam, there is a purely quartic beam, with no flat region 
at the beam center, and a beam with the central 60% of 
the beam length flat. The plots in Fig. 3b of beam dura- 
tion for fifty laps around the recirculator show that beam 
shrinkage decreases subst,antially as the density profile be- 
comes flatter. The reason for this reduced shrinkage is that 
electric field gradient is confined to a progressively narrow 
regions at the beam ends as the profile becomes flatter, 
and inside these regions there is no force to compress the 
beam The variation in the average a and b for these cases 
is effectively the same as in Fig. la. 

E. Effect of dlngnet Errors 

found have quite different effects. Quadrupole errors affect 
the beam focusing and therefore primarily introduce slice 
to slice variation in the beam radii, whereas dipole errors 
effect the beam centroid and cause the centroid to execute 
a “random walk”, with the displacement increasing like the 
square root of the number of bend magnets. 

Error tolerance for field strengths are estimated by re- 
running the standard circular lattice with different rms 
errors in the quadrupoles and bends. The error is judged 
excessive if either the beam radii or the centroid displace- 
ment exceed the beam-pipe radius during a fifty lap run. 
We find the beam to be equally sensitive to dipole and 
quadrupole errors, with rms errors of about 0.01% or less 
be required for acceptable transport. Due to the lax crite- 
rion used here, this tolerance must be considered to be an 
upper bound on acceptable errors. 
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To model the effects of errors in magnet field strengths 
with CIRCE. the nominal field strerfgth in each magnet 
may optionally be changed by a randomly chosen amount 
to give a specified rms error when averaged over the lat- 
tice. Errors in quadrupole and bend-magnet strengths are 
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